Discriminating vandalism edits from non-vandalism edits in Wikipedia is a challenging task, as ill-intentioned edits can include a variety of content and be expressed in many different forms and styles. Previous studies are limited to rule-based methods and learning based on lexical features, lacking in linguistic analysis. In this paper, we propose a novel Web-based shallow syntacticsemantic modeling method, which utilizes Web search results as resource and trains topic-specific n-tag and syntactic n-gram language models to detect vandalism. By combining basic task-specific and lexical features, we have achieved high F-measures using logistic boosting and logistic model trees classifiers, surpassing the results reported by major Wikipedia vandalism detection systems.
Introduction
Online open collaboration systems are becoming a major means of information sharing on the Web. With millions of articles from millions of resources edited by millions of people, Wikipedia is a pioneer in the fast growing, online knowledge collaboration era. Anyone who has Internet access can visit, edit and delete Wikipedia articles without authentication.
A primary threat to this convenience, however, is vandalism, which has become one of Wikipedia's biggest concerns (Geiger, 2010) . To date, automatic countermeasures mainly involve rulebased approaches and these are not very effective. Therefore, Wikipedia volunteers have to spend a large amount of time identifying vandalized articles manually, rather than spending time contributing content to the articles. Hence, there is a need for more effective approaches to automatic vandalism detection.
In contrast to spam detection tasks, where a full spam message, which is typically 4K Bytes (Rigoutsos and Huynh, 2004) , can be sampled and analyzed (Itakura and Clarke, 2009 ), Wikipedia vandals typically change only a small number of words or sentences in the targeted article. In our preliminary corpus (Potthast et al., 2007) , we find the average size of 201 vandalized texts to be only 1K Byte. This leaves very few clues for vandalism modeling. The question we address in this paper is: given such limited information, how can we better understand and model Wikipedia vandalism?
Our proposed approach establishes a novel classification framework, aiming at capturing vandalism through an emphasis on shallow syntactic and semantic modeling. In contrast to previous work, we recognize the significance of natural language modeling techniques for Wikipedia vandalism detection and utilize Web search results to construct our shallow syntactic and semantic models. We first construct a baseline model that captures task-specific clues and lexical features that have been used in earlier work (Potthast et al., 2008; Smets et al., 2008) augmenting these with shallow syntactic and semantic features. Our main contributions are:  Improvement over previous modeling methods with three novel lexical features  Using Web search results as training data for syntactic and semantic modeling  Building topic-specific n-tag syntax models and syntactic n-gram models for shallow syntactic and semantic modeling
Related Work
So far, the primary method for automatic vandalism detection in Wikipedia relies on rulebased bots. In recent years, however, with the rise of statistical machine learning, researchers have begun to treat Wikipedia vandalism detection task as a classification task. To the best of our knowledge, we are among the first to consider the shallow syntactic and semantic modeling using Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques, utilizing the Web as corpus to detect vandalism. ClueBot (Carter, 2007) is one of the most active bots fighting vandalism in Wikipedia. It keeps track of the IP of blocked users and uses simple regular expressions to keep Wikipedia vandalism free. A distinct advantage of rulebased bots is that they have very high precision. However they suffer from fixed-size knowledge bases and use only rigid rules. Therefore, their average recall is not very high and they can be easily fooled by unseen vandalism patterns. According to Smets et al., (2008) and Potthast et al., (2008) , rule-based bots have a perfect precision of 1 and a recall of around 0.3.
The Wikipedia vandalism detection research community began to concentrate on the machine learning approaches in the past two years. Smets et al. (2008) wrapped all the content in diff text into a bag of words, disregarding grammar and word order. They used Naï ve Bayes as the classification algorithm. Compared to rule-based methods, they show an average precision of 0.59 but are able to reach a recall of 0.37. Though they are among the first to try machine learning approaches, the features in their study are the most straightforward set of features. Clearly, there is still room for improvement.
More recently, Itakura and Clarke (2009) have proposed a novel method using Dynamic Markov Compression (DMC). They model their approach after the successful use of DMC in Web and Mail Spam detection (Bratko et al., 2006) . The reported average precision is 0.75 and average recall is 0.73.
To the best of our knowledge, Potthast et al., (2008) report the best result so far for Wikipedia vandalism detection. They craft a feature set that consists of interesting task-specific features. For example, they monitor the number of previously submitted edits from the same author or IP, which is a good feature to model author contribution. Their other contributions are the use of a logistic regression classifier, as well as the use of lexical features. They successfully demonstrate the use of lexical features like vulgarism frequency. Using all features, they reach an average precision of 0.83 and recall of 0.77.
In addition to previous work on vandalism detection, there is also earlier work using the web for modeling. Biadsy et al. (2008) extract patterns in Wikipedia to generate biographies automatically. In their experiment, they show that when using Wikipedia as the only resource for extracting named entities and corresponding collocational patterns, although the precision is typically high, recall can be very low. For that reason, they choose to use Google to retrieve training data from the Web. In our approach, instead of using Wikipedia edits and historical revisions, we also select the Web as a resource to train our shallow syntactic and semantic models.
Analysis of Types of Vandalism
In order to better understand the characteristics of vandalism cases in Wikipedia, we manually analyzed 201 vandalism edits in the training set of our preliminary corpus. In order to concentrate on textual vandalism detection, we did not take into account the cases where vandals hack the image, audio or other multimedia resources contained in the Wikipedia edit.
We found three main types of vandalism, which are shown in Table 1 along with corresponding examples. These examples contain both the title of the edit and a snippet of the diff-ed content of vandalism, which is the textual difference between the old revision and the new revision, derived through the standard diff algorithm (Heckel, 1978) .
 Lexically ill-formed
This is the most common type of vandalism in Wikipedia. Like other online vandalism acts, many vandalism cases in Wikipedia involve ill-intentioned or illformed words such as vulgarisms, invalid letter sequences, punctuation misuse and Web slang. An interesting observation is that vandals almost never add emoticons in Wikipedia. For the first example in Table 1 : Vandalism Types and Examples Table 1 , vulgarism and punctuation misuse are observed.
 Syntactically ill-formed
Most vandalism cases that are lexically ill-intentioned tend to be syntactically illformed as well. It is not easy to capture these cases by solely relying on lexical knowledge or rule-based dictionaries and it is also very expensive to update dictionaries and rules manually. Therefore, we think that is crucial to incorporate more syntactic cues in the feature set in order to improve performance. Moreover, there are also some cases where an edit could be lexically well-intentioned, yet syntactically ill-formed. The first example of syntactic ill-formed in Table 1 is of this kind. 
but semantically illintentioned
This is the trickiest type of vandalism to identify. Vandals of this kind might have good knowledge of the rule-based vandalism detecting bots. Usually, this type of vandalism involves off-topic comments, inserted biased opinions, unconfirmed information and lobbying using very subjective comments. However, a common characteristic of all vandalism in this category is that it is free of both lexical and syntactic errors. Consider the first example of semantic vandalism in Table 1 with edit title "Global Warming": while the first sentence for that edit seems to be fairly normal (the author tries to claim another explanation of the global warming effect), the second sentence makes a sudden transition from the previous topic to mention a basketball star and makes a ridiculous conclusion in the last sentence. In this work, we realize the importance of incorporating NLP techniques to tackle all the above types of vandalism, and our focus is on the syntactically ill-formed and semantically illintentioned types that could not be detected by rule-based systems and straightforward lexical features.
Vandalism Types Examples
Lexically ill-formed 
Our System
We propose a shallow syntactic-semantic focused classification approach for vandalism detection (Table 2) . In contrast to previous work, our approach concentrates on the aspect of using natural language techniques to model vandalism. Our shallow syntactic and semantic modeling approaches extend the traditional n-gram language modeling method with topic-specific ntag (Collins et al., 2005 ) syntax models and topic-specific syntactic n-gram semantic models. Moreover, in the Wikipedia vandalism detection task, since we do not have a sufficient amount of training data to model the topic of each edit, we propose the idea of using the Web as corpus by retrieving search engine results to learn our topic-specific n-tag syntax and syntactic n-gram semantic models. The difference between our syntactic and semantic modeling is that n-tag syntax models only model the order of sentence constituents, disregarding the corresponding words. Conversely, for our syntactic n-gram models, we do keep track of words together with their POS tags and model both the word and syntactic compositions as a sequence. The detail of our shallow syntactic-semantic modeling method will be described in subsection 4.4. We use our shallow syntactic-semantic model to augment our base model, which builds on early work. For example, when building one of our task-specific features, we extract the name of the author of this revision to query Wikipedia about the historical behavior of this author. This kind of task-specific global feature tends to be very informative and thus forms the basis of our system. For lexical level features, we count vulgarism frequencies and also introduce three new lexical features: Web slang, punctuation misuse and comment cue words, all of which will be described in detail in 4.2 and 4.3.
Problem Representation
The vandalism detection task can be formulated as the following problem. Let's assume we have a vandalism corpus C, which contains a set of Wikipedia edits S. A Wikipedia edit is denoted as e i . In our case, we have S = {e 1 , e 2 …,e n }. Each edit e has two consecutive revisions (an old revision R old and a new revision R new ) that are unique in the entire data set. We write that e = {R old , R new }. With the use of the standard diff algorithm, we can produce a text R diff , showing the difference between these two revisions, so that e = {R old , R new , R diff }. Our task is: given S, to extract features from edit e ∈S and train a logistic boosting classifier. On receiving an edit e from the test set, the classifier needs to decide whether this e is a vandalism edit or a nonvandalism edit. e→{1,0}.
Basic Task-specific and Lexical Features
Task-specific features are domain-dependent and are therefore unique in this Wikipedia vandalism detection task. In this work, we pick two taskspecific features and one lexical feature that proved effective in previous studies.
 Number of Revisions
This is a very simple but effective feature that is used by many studies (Wilkinson and Huberman, 2007; Adler et al., 2008; Stein and Hess, 2007 
Novel Lexical Features
In addition to previous lexical features, we propose three novel lexical features in this paper: Web slang frequency, punctuation misuse, and comment cue words frequency.
 Web Slang and Punctuation Misuse
Since Wikipedia is an open Web application, vandalism also contains a fair amount of Web slang, such as, "haha", "LOL" and "OMG". We use the same method as above to calculate Web slang frequency, using a Web slang dictionary 2 . In vandalism edits, many vandalism edits al-so contain punctuation misuse, for example, "!!!" and "???". However, we have not observed a significant amount of emoticons in the vandalism edits. Based on this, we only keep track of Web slang frequency and the occurrence of punctuation misuse.
 Comment Cue Words
Upon committing each new revision in Wikipedia, the author is required to enter some comments describing the change. Well-intentioned Wikipedia contributors consistently use these comments to explain the motivation for their changes. For example, common non-vandalism edits may contain cue words and phrases like "edit revised, page changed, item cleaned up, link repaired or delinked". In contrast, vandals almost never take their time to add these kinds of comments. We can measure this phenomenon by counting the frequency of comment cue words.
Topic-specific N-tag Syntax Models and Syntactic N-grams for Shallow Syntactic and Semantic Modeling
In Figure 1 , we present the overview of our approach, which uses Web-trained topic-specific training for both: (1) n-tag syntax models for shallow syntactic modeling and (2) syntactic ngram models for shallow semantic modeling.
For each Wikipedia edit, we consider its title as an approximate semantic representation, using it as a query to build topic-specific models. In addition, we also use the title information to model the syntax of this topic.
Given R diff , we produce the syntactic version of the diff-ed text using a probabilistic POS tagger (Toutanova and Manning, 2000; Toutanova et al., 2003) . The edit title is extracted from the corpus (either R new or R old ) and is used to query multiple Web search engines in order to collect the n-tag and n-gram training data from the top-k results. Before we start training language models, we tag the top-k results using the POS tagger. Note that when modeling n-tag syntax models, it is necessary to remove all the words. With the POS-only sequences, we train topic-specific ntag models to describe the syntax of normal text on the same topic associated with this edit. With the original tagged sequences, we train syntactic n-gram models to represent the semantics of the normal text of this edit.
After completing the training stage, we send the test segment (i.e. the diff-ed text sequence) to both the learned n-tag syntax models and the learned syntactic n-gram models. For the n-tag syntax model, we submit the POS tag-only version of the segment. For the syntactic n-gram model, we submit a version of the segment where each original word is associated with its POS-tag. In both cases we compute the loglikelihood and the perplexity of the segment.
Finally, we normalize the log likelihood and perplexity scores by dividing them by the length of R diff , as this length varies substantially from one edit to another. 3 We expect an edit that has low log likelihood probability and perplexity to be vandalism, and it is very likely to be unrelated to the syntax and semantic of the normal text of this Wikipedia edit. In the end, the normalized log probability and perplexity scores will be incorporated into our back-end classifier with all task-specific and lexical features.
Web as Corpus:
In this work, we leverage Web search results to train the syntax and semantic models. This is based on the assumption that the Web itself is a large corpus and Web search results can be a good training set to approximate the semantics and syntax of the query.
Topic-specific Modeling: We introduce a topic-specific modeling method that treats every edit in Wikipedia as a unique topic. We think that the title of each Wikipedia edit is an approximation of the topic of the edit, so we extract the title of each edit and use it as keywords to retrieve training data for our shallow syntactic and semantic modeling.
Topic-specific N-tag and Syntactic N-gram: In our novel approach, we tag all the top-k query results and diff text with a probabilistic POS tagger in both the training and test set of the vandalism corpus. Figure 2(a) is an example of a POStagged sequence in a top-k query result.
For shallow syntactic modeling, we use an ntag modeling method (Collins et al., 2005) . Given a tagged sequence, we remove all the words and only keep track of its POS tags: tag i-2 tag i-1 3 Although we have experimented with using the length of R diff as a potential feature, it does not appear to be a good indicator of vandalism. tag i . This is similar to n-gram language modeling, but instead, we model the syntax using POS tags, rather than its words. In this example, we can use the system in Figure 2 (b) to train an n-tag syntactic model and use the one in Figure 2 (d) to test. As we see, for this test segment, it belongs to the vandalism class and has very different syntax from the n-tag model. Therefore, the normalized log likelihood outcome from the ntag model is very low.
In order to model semantics, we use an improved version of the n-gram language modeling method. Instead of only counting word i-2 word i-1 word i , we model composite tag/word feature, e.g. tag i-2 word i-2 tag i-1 word i-1 tag i word i . This syntactic n-gram modeling method has been successfully applied to the task of automatic speech recognition (Collins et al., 2005) . In the example in Figure 2 , the vandalism diff text will probably score low, because although it shares an overlap bigram "and roll" with the phrase "rock and roll" in training text, once we apply the shallow syntactic n-gram modeling method, the POS tag bigram "and/CC roll/VB" in diff text will be distinguished from the "and/CC roll/NN" or "and/CC roll/NNP" in the training data.
Experiments
To evaluate the effectiveness of our approach, we first run experiments on a preliminary corpus that is also used by previous studies and compare the results. Then, we conduct a second experiment on a larger corpus and analyze in detail the features of our system.
Experiment Setup
In our experiments, we use a Wikipedia vandalism detection corpus (Potthast et al., 2007) as a preliminary corpus. The preliminary corpus contains 940 human-assessed edits from which 301 edits are classified as vandalism. We split the corpus and keep a held-out 100 edits for each class in testing and use the rest for training. In the second experiment, we adopt a larger corpus (Potthast et al., 2010 ) that contains 15,000 edits with 944 marked as vandalism. The split is 300 edits for each class in held-out testing and the rest used for training. In the description of the second corpus, each edit has been reviewed by at least 3 and up to 15 annotators. If more than 2/3 of the annotators agree on a given edit, then the edit is tagged as one of our target classes. Only 11 cases are reported where annotators fail to form a majority inter-labeler agreement and in those cases, the class is decided by corpus authors arbitrarily.
In our implementation, the Yahoo! 4 search engine and Bing 5 search engine are the source for collecting top-k results for topic-specific ngram training data, because Google has a daily query limit. We retrieve top-100 results from Yahoo!, and combine them with the top-50 results from Bing.
For POS tagging, we use the Stanford POS Tagger (Toutanova and Manning, 2000; Toutanova et al., 2003) with its attached wsj3t0-18-bidirectional model trained from the Wall Street Journal corpus. For both shallow syntactic and semantic modeling, we train topic-specific trigram language models on each edit using the SRILM toolkit (Stolcke, 2002) .
In this classification task, we used two logistic classification methods that haven't been used before in vandalism detection. Logistic model trees (Landwehr et al., 2005) combine tree induction with linear modeling. The idea is to use the logistic regression to select attributes and build logistic regression at the leaves by incrementally refining those constructed at higher levels in the tree. The second method we used, logistic boosting (Friedman et al., 2000) , improves logistic regression with boosting. It works by applying the classification algorithm to reweighted versions of the data and then taking a weighted majority vote of the sequence of classifiers thus produced.
Preliminary Experiment
In the preliminary experiment, we tried logistic boosting classifiers and logistic model trees as classifiers with 10-fold cross validation. The rule-based method, ClueBot, is our baseline.
We also implemented another baseline system, using the bag of words (BoW) and Naive Bayes method (Smets et al., 2008) and the same toolkit (McCallum, 1996) that Smets et al. used . Then, we compare our result with Potthast et al. (2008) , who used the same corpus as us. As we can see in Table 3 , the ClueBot has a F-score (F1) of 0.43. The BoW + Naï ve Bayes approach improved the result and reached an F1 of 0.75. Compared to these results, the system of Potthast et al. (2008) is still better and has a F1 of 0.80.
For the results of our system, LMT gives us a 0.89 F1 and LogitBoost (LB) gives a 0.95 F1. A significant F1 improvement of 15% was achieved in comparison to the previous study (Potthast et al., 2008) . Another finding is that we find our shallow syntactic-semantic modeling method improves 2-4% over our task-specific and lexical features.
Results and Analysis
In the second experiment, a notable difference from the preliminary evaluation is that we have an unbalanced data problem. So, we use random down-sampling method to resample the majority class into balanced classes in the training stage. Then, we also use the two classifiers with 10-fold cross validation.
The F1 result reported by our BoW + Naï ve Bayes baseline is 0.68. Next, we test our taskspecific and lexical features that specified in section 4.1 and 4.2. The best result is a F1 of 0.82, using logistic boosting. Finally, with our topicspecific shallow syntactic and semantic model- Though we are surprised to see the overall F1 for the second experiment are not as high as the first one, we do see that the topic-specific shallow syntactic and semantic modeling methods play an important role in improving the result.
Looking back at the related work we mentioned in section 2, though we use newer data sets, our overall results still seem to surpass major vandalism detection systems.
Conclusion and Future Works
We have described a practical classification framework for detecting Wikipedia vandalism using NLP techniques and shown that it outperforms rule-based methods and other major machine learning approaches that are previously applied in the task.
In future work, we would like to investigate deeper syntactic and semantic cues to vandalism. We hope to improve our models using shallow parsing and full parse trees. We may also try lexical chaining to model the internal semantic links within each edit.
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